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Abstract: The integration of different energy types and new technological advances in multi-energy infrastructures, enable energy hubs (EH) to supply load demands at a lower cost which may affect the price responsive loads, since the energy could be offered with a lower price at the EH output ports, compared to the upstream energy markets. In this paper a new EH operation model is proposed by which the optimal responsive load modifications against the obtained EH output energy prices as well as the EH schedules are determined. To achieve this goal, a tri-step approach is proposed. At the first step the EH output energy prices are obtained for each energy type in each hour of the scheduling horizon. These energy prices are based on the EH hourly operation and would change as the EH operation changes. At the second step, the optimal responsive load modifications against the obtained EH output energy prices are simulated using the new proposed integrated responsive load model which is capable to model the price responsive loads in multi-energy systems for any type of energy carrier. Since, any changes in load demand (due to its responsiveness) can jeopardize the EH power balance constraint, the obtained EH operation would be infeasible, considering the new modified load pattern. To cope with this interdependency, a new iterative methodology is proposed at the third step in which, the EH optimal operation + EH output energy price determination + responsive load modification is implemented in a loop till the 24 hour aggregated load modification becomes lower than the pre-determined convergence tolerance. Based on the obtained results from solving the proposed methodology through a comprehensive case study, the aggregated supplied energy has been increased by 7.3%, while, the customers payments has reduced by 14.6%. Accordingly, the customer’s satisfaction has increased.
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Nomenclature

Indices

\( i \) Index of EH input energies.
\( j \) Index of EH output loads.
\( k \) Index of EH energy storages.
\( t, t' \) Index of hour.

Parameters

\( C_i \) Price of input carrier \( i \) to the EH system in hour \( t \).
\( C_{DR} \) DR-based energy price in hour \( t \).
\( C_{ini} \) Initial energy price in hour \( t \).
\( E_{k} \) Energy loss for storage \( k \).
\( E_{up} \) Maximum value of \( E_k \).
\( G_{t,t'} \) Load elasticity between hours \( t \) and \( t' \).
\( H_{ij} \) Carrier coupling factor between load \( j \) and input energy \( i \).
\( L_{ini} \) Initial load in hour \( t \).
\( L_{ini} \) Initial load \( j \) in hour \( t \) belonging to the EH system.
\( M \) Number of EH output loads.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Background

Energy hub (EH) is a recently developed concept employed as an interface between different energy infrastructures and network participants, considered as a promising option for optimal management of multi-energy systems (MES) [1].

This conceptual idea has been exploited to represent the interactions between different energy carriers through new technological advances such as energy storage systems and energy converters. The ability of balancing the energy demand and supply between different types of energy is carried out by the optimal scheduling of converters and storage systems which brings more system flexibility in terms of meeting different types of forecasted demand [2]. So far, several conceptual approaches for an integrated view of transmission and distribution systems with distributed energy resources have been proposed such as “energy-services supply systems” [3], “basic units” [4], “micro grids” [5], and so-called “hybrid energy hubs” [6].

Compared to micro-grid definition, the energy hub is a more general concept which can model the integration of an arbitrary number of energy carriers and products (i.e., electricity, natural gas, heat, water, etc.), and thus provides higher flexibility in system modeling. For example, the application of EH concept for the characterization of trigeneration devices is reported in [7]. Another application example is the conception of fuel cell systems, which is exemplified in [8]. Models for integrated analysis of energy and transportation systems employing the energy hub concept are also presented in [9].

Practical examples of EH application areas include vast building complexes (e.g., shopping malls, Hospitals, and airports), urban areas, small bounded districts, island power systems (ships, trains), and industrial units such as steel works [10]. So far, numerous studies have pointed out different aspects of employing EH such as security and reliability [11-13], operational optimization [14-16] and long-term/mid-term planning [17-19]. Recently, the EH concept has been employed for other objectives in energy systems such as its application in demand response (DR) schemes. DR is a critical effective measure which can interact as a key role in order to foster a better efficiency and operation in electrical energy systems [20-22]. Integrating different energy carriers and employing new technologies such as energy storage systems and converters have led to a new vision of DR, which is termed as “integrated demand response” (IDR) [23]. IDR can easily make it possible to switch the main source of the consumed energy to provide more flexibility in terms of actively participating in DR programs even for inelastic loads. In [24] an optimization model is proposed to minimize the purchased energy costs of a residential EH, while
scheduling the household utilizations in TBDR programs. In [25] the IDR theory has been established to model the optimal communications between smart EHs and utility companies in order to maximize the customers’ benefits due to real-time pricing.

A summary of some recent related works in the area of demand response are compared in the Table 1. In this table, the electricity, natural gas, heat, water and other types of fossil fuel are indicated by E, NG, H, W and M respectively. The phrase “micro-grid” and “virtual power plant” have been also indicated by M-G and VPP respectively.

As it is illustrated in Table 1, the DR programs have been widely employed in several research works such as micro-grids, virtual power plant and energy hub concept. As it is seen, the operation of different energy carriers such as heat, natural gas and water, has been introduced in the EH concept which is due to its important strength point in the integration of different energy carriers. Some relevant works in the area of DR and combined heat and power systems are also presented by [45-47].

Despite the advantages of the reviewed studies, the EH concept has been employed as an interface between upstream energy infrastructures and end users so far. However, such system can also play the role of an energy generation unit which can offer prices to customers based on its energy generation costs. Thanks to the new technological advances and large scale energy storage systems, EH can supply the output load demands at a lower expense. This reduction in cost may increase the satisfaction index for load demands, especially the price-responsive loads that can increase in such circumstances. Therefore, the investigation of the EH generation cost as well as its effects on the responsive loads can be an important issue.

Accordingly, in this research work the expected social benefits pertaining to employing EHs as the main supplier of elastic energy demands is investigated. This social benefit arises from the expected cost reductions in EH structure, compared to energy prices in single energy infrastructures since, a) the energy storage systems can arbitrage between off-peak and peak hours, and b) the integration of different energy carriers, taking advantage of converters and multi-input energy paths, can compensate the shortage of one energy type by other energy carriers. However, how the EH output energy prices are determined, and how this price reduction adjusts the elastic load modifications, has not been studied so far. Accordingly, further studies are needed to be undertaken in order to provide more realistic and promising models for EH operation especially when playing the role of a main supplier.

1.2 Methodology, Contributions and Advantages

In this study, a new operation optimization model for EH system is proposed, which determines the optimal adjustments of elastic loads at the EH output ports against the EH output energy prices. Additionally, the EH total operation cost as well as the customers’ payments are minimized as well.

The main contributions of this paper, can be summarized as follows.

1) Since, the EH output prices are the only price signals for customers, a general model is developed to resolve the EH output energy prices first. This model determines the price of each EH output energy in each hour of the scheduling horizon. The EH output prices are determined, considering direct energy flow prices (purchased energy at the input) and converter energy costs, which can be used at the output and/or stored in the storage. Therefore, the obtained EH output energy prices would be subject to the EH operation (i.e., converters energy dispatch and storage operation conditions).

2) An integrated responsive load model is proposed to determine the optimal load modifications for any type of energy carrier, within the EH system. The proposed integrated responsive load model is capable to model any type of energy carrier at the EH output such as electricity, heat, water, etc. This model is well adapted with the EH system to capture the maximum benefit of price reduction associated with the optimum coordination of the response of elastic demands to the EH generation cost.

3) In this study, a) the EH output energy prices are based on the operation of EH facilities, b) the operation of EH facilities is dependent on the load patterns at the EH output ports, and c) the responsive load patterns are based on the obtained EH output prices. Therefore, there would be an interdependency between the EH output energy price formation, elastic load reactions and EH operation. To cope with this dependency and achieving an optimum solution for mutual benefits of both the utility and customers, a new iterative methodology is proposed in this study. The proposed methodology, includes three main steps. At the first step, the EH operation is optimized regarding the initial load patterns at the EH output ports. At the second step, the EH output energy prices are determined based on the obtained EH output prices. At the third step, the EH output energy prices are determined based on the optimal operation of EH facilities (i.e., first contribution). At the third step, the optimal load modifications against the EH output energy prices are determined using the proposed integrated responsive load model (i.e., second contribution). By changing the load demand in response to EH price reductions, the EH optimum solution becomes infeasible since, the equality constraints between demand and supply is now jeopardized (the initial load demand is modified). Accordingly, the EH operation optimization has to be
implemented again. The whole procedure therefore, iterates till the 24 hour aggregated load modification becomes lower than the predetermined convergence tolerance (i.e., ε). By solving the proposed model the optimum value of elastic load modifications as well as the optimum EH schedule is obtained.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, the above contributions are specific to this paper and have not been presented in the previous research works.

The advantages of this paper, compared to the previous frame works are summarized in the following:

1. In contrast to previous researches that consider EH as a customer (which can purchase energies at the upstream ports, in our study the EH is considered as the main supplier and can offer its output price to the customers.

2. In contrast to previous demand response models that only characterize the electric load patterns, in our study any type of EH output load (i.e., electricity, natural gas, heat, water, etc.) can be considered as a price responsive load which can be modified against the EH output prices, as long as an elasticity is defined for such energy demand.

### 1.3 Paper Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The EH formulation and the employed responsive load model have been introduced in Section 2. Section 3 investigates the proposed EH operation optimization model to supply the price responsive load demands. The proposed integrated responsive load model as well as the EH output price determination has been also introduced and discussed in this section. The simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper is summarized and concluded in Section 5.

### 2 Description of the Main Components

#### 2.1 The EH Concept

In contrast to the traditional power delivery methods, EHS can assist as an interface between energy organizations and network contributors (producers, consumers), and between different energy infrastructures, coupling for example electricity and natural gas systems with no connection between sources and loads.

Based on the definitions, the energy hub concept is considered as the cornerstone and core concept of the Energy Internet [48] in today’s energy system, since it covers the integration of different energy carriers as well as energy storage systems and energy converters.

The main mechanisms of the EH can be categorized into three parts, namely the energy inputs and outputs, energy converters and energy storage systems. Main modeling and formulation of an EH is proposed at the following [4].

The relationship between input energy carriers and output loads of an EH can be described by a converter coupling matrix $\eta$. Converters in an EH include any device taking part in the energy conversion of different input energy carriers. Since, the received energy at the input port may be consumed by several converters (e.g., CHP, furnace and etc.), another coupling factor named “dispatch factor” has to be considered in the formulation of EH. These factors determine how the input energy is distributed among the converters. Therefore, each element of matrix $\eta$, (i.e., $\eta_{ij}$) stands for the production of converters’ efficiencies and dispatch factors. The formulation of matrix $\eta$ is described as (1a). Zero efficiencies in matrix $\eta$ indicate that the associated energy conversions do not exist in the EH.

### Table 1 The effects of EH employment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>App.</th>
<th>DR Model</th>
<th>Renewables</th>
<th>Energy Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>E+NG+H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E+NG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>M-G</td>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>E+NG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Curtail</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E+NG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>E+NG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>E+NG+W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>VPP</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>M-G</td>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>E+NG+W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>E+M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>VPP</td>
<td>Curtail</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>VPP</td>
<td>Curtail</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>VPP</td>
<td>Curtail</td>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>VPP</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>E+NG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>M-G</td>
<td>Curtail</td>
<td>Wind+PV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>EH</td>
<td>Shift+Curtail</td>
<td>PV</td>
<td>E+NG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the above the quadratic function of customer’s benefit (2f), (2e) becomes as (2g) after some manipulations.

\[ L_t = L_{\text{ini}}^m \cdot \left( 1 + G_{m - \text{ini}} \cdot \frac{C_t - C_{\text{ini}}^{m}}{C_t^{m}} \right) ; \quad \forall t \in \Xi' \] (2g)

Regarding (2g) the load pattern modification has been obtained considering the upstream price variations (i.e., \( C_t - C_{\text{ini}}^{m} \)) as well as loads’ self-elasticities for each hour of the scheduling horizon. This function, considering the cross elasticities, can also be developed as (2h):

\[ L_t = L_{\text{ini}}^m \cdot \left( 1 + \sum_{i \in \Xi} G_{m - \text{ini}} \cdot \frac{C_t - C_{\text{ini}}^{m}}{C_t^{m}} \right) ; \quad \forall t \in \Xi' \] (2h)

The above formulation (i.e., (2h)) indicates the linear connection between energy price variations and demand in \( t \neq t' \) periods where the load pattern adjustments are obtained considering the cross elasticities between different hours of the scheduling horizon. According to (2g) and (2h), the multi-period demand adjustments, based on price variations, is presented by (2i). In this equation the load adjustments in period \( t' \) are dependent on the self-elasticity and the cross-elasticity for both fixed and shiftable load types.

\[ L_t = L_{\text{ini}}^m \cdot \left( 1 + G_{m - \text{ini}} \cdot \frac{C_t - C_{\text{ini}}^{m}}{C_t^{m}} \right) \sum_{i \in \Xi} \sum_{i' \in \Xi} \frac{C_{i'} - C_{\text{ini}}^{m}}{C_{i'}^{m}} \frac{C_t - C_{\text{ini}}^{m}}{C_t^{m}} ; \quad \forall t \in \Xi' \] (2i)

### 3 The Proposed Methodology

This section is dedicated to propose a methodology in order to achieve a well-adjusted optimal point by which the optimal operation of the EH and the elastic load modifications would be determined.

#### 3.1 The Proposed EH Operation Optimization and Output Price Determination

In this paper, it is aimed to minimize the total energy cost which includes the cost of purchased power and the load shedding penalty. Accordingly, the proposed EH operation optimization model is formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\min \sum_{i \in \Xi} \sum_{i' \in \Xi} \left( C_{i'} \cdot P_{i'} + \sum_{i \in \Xi} V_{i \rightarrow j} \cdot P_{i'}^{SP} \right), \\
\text{s.t.:} \\
L_{i'}^{m} = \sum_{i \in \Xi} \left( S_{i} \cdot Q_{i'}^{m} - S_{i} \cdot Q_{i'}^{u} \right) + \sum_{i \in \Xi} \left( \eta_{i} \cdot P_{i} \right) + P_{i'}^{SP} ; \quad \forall j \in \Xi', \forall t \in \Xi'
\end{array}
\] (3a)
The cost of purchased input energy to the EH (i.e., the first summation) as well as loadshed penalties (i.e., the second summation) are minimized through the objective function in (3a). The equality constraint pertaining to the power flow between input and output ports of the HE is modeled through (3b). The equality constraint for storage charging discharging and the end coupling constraints for the storage systems are illustrated in (3c) and (3d), respectively. Constraints (3e), (3f), (3g), (3h), and (3i) bound the EH purchased energies, charged/discharged energies at the storage systems, level of storage systems, and load shedding to the acceptable ranges, respectively. Constraint (3j) makes sure that each energy storage system would operate in an acceptable level of storage systems, and load shedding to the downstream systems, in such a way that each energy storage system would operate in the acceptable ranges, respectively. Accordingly, the proposed responsive load model is determined to the hourly electricity price.

\[
E_{ki} = E_{ki(0..)} + \eta_{ch}Q_{ch} - \frac{1}{\eta_{dis}}Q_{dis} - E_k'^i;
\]

\[
\forall k \in \mathbb{E}^k, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} \left( \eta_{ch} \cdot Q_{ch} - \frac{1}{\eta_{dis}} \cdot Q_{dis} \right) = T \cdot E_k'^i, \quad k \in \mathbb{E}^k
\]

\[
P_{\text{up}}^i \leq P_{\text{up}}^i \leq \bar{P}_{\text{up}}^i; \quad \forall i \in \mathbb{E}^i, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
0 \leq Q_{ch}^i \leq Q_{ch\text{up}}^i \cdot x_{ch}^i; \quad \forall k \in \mathbb{E}^k, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
0 \leq Q_{dis}^i \leq Q_{dis\text{up}}^i \cdot x_{dis}^i; \quad \forall k \in \mathbb{E}^k, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
0 \leq E_{\text{st}}^i \leq E_{\text{up}}^i; \quad \forall k \in \mathbb{E}^k, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
0 \leq P_{\text{sh}}^i \leq \bar{P}_{\text{sh}}^i; \quad \forall j \in \mathbb{E}^j, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} \left( L_{\text{sh}}^i + \eta_{ch}^i \cdot Q_{ch}^i \right) \leq 1; \quad \forall k \in \mathbb{E}^k, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

\[
\forall \eta_{ch}^i, \forall x_{ch}^i \in [0,1]
\]

\[
C_\mu^g = \sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} \left( C_\mu \cdot P_{\text{up}}^i \cdot \eta_{ch}^i \right) \sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} \left( L_{\text{sh}}^i + \eta_{ch}^i \cdot Q_{ch}^i \right) \quad \forall j \in \mathbb{E}^j, \forall t \in \mathbb{E}^t
\]

The main undertaken steps are as follows:

1. At the first step, the EH operation optimization is implemented with respect to (3a)-(3k). The EH operation is optimized to meet the initial load demand at the first iteration of the proposed methodology.

2. At the second step, the EH output energy prices are determined with respect to (3l).

3. Considering the obtained EH output prices, the elastic load demand is modified due to the principles of (4a). since, the equality constraints between demand and supply is now jeopardized (the initial load demand is modified), the EH

where (4a) function as \((C_\mu^g - \sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} (H_{\nu} \cdot (C_\mu^o)))\) and \((C_\mu^o - \sum_{i \in \mathbb{I}} (H_{\nu} \cdot (C_\mu^o)))\) in (2i), respectively. Accordingly, the comparison of initial and new energy prices, resulting to comprehend the associated price changes in a single energy infrastructure, can be also undertaken for other types of energy types, belonging to an EH system. Since, the initial energy prices are placed at the input port of the EH and the new energy prices due to EH employment are placed at the output port of the EH, the comparison between energy prices to illustrate the associated price changes, is undertaken using the proposed carrier coupling matrix \(CCM\), in which the elements \(H_{\nu}\) represent the carrier coupling factors, to compare each EH output net energy price (i.e., \(C_\mu^o\)) to its initial hourly price at the upstream network. Accordingly, the mathematical formulation pertaining to matrix \(CCM\) is indicated through (4b) and (4c):

\[
CCM = \begin{bmatrix}
H_{11} & H_{12} & \ldots & H_{1m} \\
H_{21} & H_{22} & \ldots & H_{2m} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
H_{n1} & H_{n2} & \ldots & H_{nm}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\forall H_{\nu} \in [0,1]; \quad 1 \leq i \leq n; \quad 1 \leq j \leq m
\]

Accordingly, the proposed responsive load model (i.e., (4a)) can model the responsiveness of any type of EH output load demand (i.e., electricity, heat, water, etc.) to be participated in price-based DR programs.
operation optimization has to be implemented again.
This method is executed until the problem converges (the value of load changes in two consecutive iteration, become lower than $\varepsilon$). The flowchart of the proposed methodology is illustratively given by Fig. 1. This flowchart demonstrates the construction and data flow between the main parts of the proposed methodology.

4 Case Study

4.1 Data Set

The proposed model is implemented on a case study which is configured as Fig. 2. The under study energy hub contains three input carriers at the EH input ports including electricity $P_1$, natural gas $P_2$, and direct heat $P_3$. The EH output energy demands are considered electricity $L_1$ and heat demand $L_2$. This energy carriers are all in perunit. Efficiencies for transformer unit, CHP unit, and heat exchanger unit are considered as 0.98, 0.77 (0.37 for electricity and 0.4 for heat) and 0.9, respectively [4]. The Load demand parameters and the associated elasticities, have been obtained from [25] and [23] respectively. It deserves mentioning that, both the self-elasticities and cross elasticities pertaining to heat demand are assumed to be zero (i.e., heat demand is inelastic).

4.2 Simulation Results

The simulations of this section have been conducted on two scenarios. At the first scenario the electric load demand is modified in response to the upstream time-of-use (TOU) tariff prices, while no EH is employed. This modification has been implemented based on the responsive load model (2) for the electric load. This scenario is conducted to determine the actual expected load modifications at the absence of EH. The second scenario is then implemented, based on the proposed methodology in this paper. The obtained results of these scenarios are then compared to investigate the contribution of the proposed methodology in EH price reductions and elastic load modifications.

4.2.1 Scenario No. 1

The initial load demand data are modified at the absence of the EH, facing upstream time-of-use electricity prices with respect to the flat rate tariffs. The price responsive electric load consumption pattern is shown by Fig. 3. As it is observed, the optimal value of load modification is shown by bar chart. This can be a considerable load reduction, in terms of maximizing the customer’s benefit. However, this reduction in load can decrease the customer’s comfort as well.

---

**Fig. 1** The flowchart of the proposed methodology.

**Fig. 2** The employed EH.

**Fig. 3** Optimal electrical consumption pattern in the absence of the EH.
4.2.2 Scenario No.2

The EH, configured by Fig. 2, is employed to supply the customer’s demand. Considering the data set presented in section 4.1, the proposed model is implemented and solved. As it is shown by Fig. 4, the optimum value of modified electricity demand is increased with respect to the modified electricity demand in scenario No.1. This is due to the reduction of EH output electricity prices, comparing to the upstream network prices, facing TOU tariff schemes. In this regard, customer satisfaction would be increased considering the small changes in consumption pattern. As it is shown by Fig. 4, the optimal consumption pattern is increased in peak load periods which is because of the price reduction in these hours due to EH employment. It is expected that the share of gas utilization increases considering its low price which directly affects the EH output prices, especially in peak periods.

According to Fig. 3 and 4, the bar charts, indicating the load demand modifications are compared simultaneously in Fig. 5. Considering Fig. 5 it is shown that the customer’s electrical demand experiences lower changes at the presence of EH, with respect to EH absence. Accordingly, in order to evaluate the customer satisfaction a new index is proposed as (5).

$$CSI_j = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in \Xi} (L^m_i - L^m_j)^2}}; \quad \forall j \in 2^J$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

According to (5), the value of customer’s satisfaction has an inverse relationship with price changes which leads to a more reduction in consumption pattern.

In this regard the mentioned factor is 0.28 at the absence of EH which has been increased to 0.38, by using the EH as an interface between the price responsive load and the upstream network.

Price changes are presented as Fig. 6 which shows significant reduction of output electricity prices, especially at peak hours. As it is illustrated in Fig. 6, the line graph is the upstream network electricity price which has been modified using the EH. The main reason is that the CHP and the storage provides the electricity at peak hours which is more economic than using the input electricity, with respect to the low price of gas.

The optimal amount of input energy carriers to the EH is shown by Fig. 7. As it is shown, the gas input is increased at peak hours (16-22), which is because of the increase of electrical energy produced by CHP in order to provide an optimal operation of EH considering the high input electricity prices in these periods.

Fig. 8 also represents the input and output electrical energy for the proposed hub. As it can be seen, the output electrical energy usage is higher than the input for hour 9-22. The shaded area shows the sum of energy recovery by CHP and storage.

Considering Fig. 8, the share of CHP electrical energy production has been increased in peak hours, which is also illustrated by Fig. 8 considering the increase of gas input energy to the EH especially in hours 17-22.

A brief explanation of the above results is presented by Table 2. Considering Table 2, it has been shown that the customer can consume a higher value of energy by paying a lower cost. The average price is also presented.
Therefore, according to the above observations, the aggregated supplied energy has been increased by 7.3%, while, the customers payments has reduced by 14.6%. These values have been obtained after 18 iterations and 34.79s of computation time. The simulations of this paper have been run within MATLAB software package [49] on a laptop computer with 8 GB RAM and a core-i7 processor.

The global optimum of the proposed solution approach is guaranteed, since the proposed min-maxmin ARO model has been formulated as a linear and convex optimization problem, [50].

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a new EH operation model to investigate the optimum pattern modifications of a price responsive load, at the presence of an energy hub (EH) as the main supplier. In order to achieve this goal, EH output energy prices has been determined based on the direct energy flow from the EH input ports. The responsive load modifications has been also simulated through the proposed integrated responsive load model. According to the obtained results, the EH proved to be able to reduce the energy prices On the other hand, it is pointed out that the consumer’s comfort has improved as well, since, more energy has been delivered by the EH at a lower expense. Accordingly, the customer’s satisfaction increases by the use of EH as the main supplier since, the aggregated supplied energy has been increased by 7.3%, while, the customers payments has reduced by 14.6%. According to the obtained results and observations, developing the proposed model considering uncertainty sources, would be a future work.
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